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ABSTRACT 

To secure the information transaction that is processed from the RFID by using the Time based onetime 

password (TOTP) generation based on SHA-384 algorithm. The proposed is more effective for a secured 

transaction, because of the proposed algorithms and the modifications of the existing topology. Through this 

proposed topology, the systems produce a varied One Time Passwords for each information transaction, that 

cannot be prone to an attack and hence the information is secured. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of RFID is however increasing day by day. It is used in Biometric like finger print detection, for 

purposes like opening and closing of doors through RFID to make the information precise more and secured. Radio 

Frequency Identification is often abbreviated as RFID, invented and mostly used for the security purposes.         

However, these RF signals are traced and hence the information is being poached. Hence an OTP system is used 

which finds it’s platform of the cryptographic algorithms like MDA, TASET, SHAs etc. As the day’s move on, the 

developments and the innovations are increasing.  

The existing algorithms like MDA-3, 4, 5 are being traced  and are prone to attacks. The attacks are 

counted in number of collisions. The existing algorithms are being traced and are prone to attacks and some of the 

attacks include Generic Birthday attacks, spoofing attacks, cloning attacks and Replay attacks and hence there is a 

need for a modification of the system and a more secured algorithm. Hence in this project, An RFID system, 

equipped with an OTP that works on HMAC based SHA-384 algorithm has been proposed. The SHA-384 

algorithm is the most powerful algorithm until now.  

The proposed method is more effective for a secured transaction because the systems produces a varied 

One Time Passwords for each information transaction, that cannot be prone to an attack and hence the information 

is secured. 

2. METHODS & MATERIALS 

Proposed Method: The security process is further been divided into many phases as follows: 

Tag OTP Key Allot Phase: Tag should register in the authentication center to enter into OTP authentication 

system at first. After the completion of registration, the system will be allotted OTP keys (or provided by the user) 

to the tag and information is recorded on the tag, used keys and OTP type in the back-end database. In the further 

security transactions, this key will be used as a security for OTP password. 

Cards OTP Generation Phase: Before a user wants to use the tag to login, it will use the key to generate OTP and 

write OTP to the tag depending on the type of OTP generator. That is the read and writes operations, are done in 

this phase. 

Tag Authentication Phase: When users start to use the service, it enters authentication phase in accordance with 

the card reader mechanism of the original application services. 

Tag Authorization Phase: When the tag completes OTP authentication, the system operators determine to reply 

whether the tag passed the certification and grant users the relevant permissions according to the authentication 

result. 

Tag Stop/Restart Phase: The tag need to be unlocked because that the tag is locked by unmoral OTP 

authentication, or user’s tag must be voided and terminated the use of. That enters this phase. 

 Application systems determine whether authentication is successful according to the authentication center 

replied results 

 Application systems grant users the relevant permissions. 

OTP Generator: The most important part of the whole system is how to produce OTP conformed to HOTP or 

TOTP specifications and the password is written to the tag according to keys allotted by the authentication center 

and HMAC-SHA384-based algorithm used. The passwords are obtained to the mobile by using a GSM module, so 

that the user may have an ease of access. 

Roaming Center: Through roaming mechanism, it can make their own users to operator them self OTP 

authentication in other systems as long as the center interfacing with roaming system. In other words, as long as a 
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user registered with one system, he can use himself OTP authentication to the other business through the way of 

roaming.  

Implementation of the Model: We have proposed a new architecture for the implementation of this topology in 

hardware, real time working model. The proposed architecture fig 2. is as follows.   

 
Figure.1. Hardware model 

RFID Tag and Reader: These structure the significant parts of the system. The RFID labels are really of two 

types: Active and Passive. The dynamic labels are controlled by an outer battery that is utilized by the circuit and 

don't impel power from RFID per user's UHF waves.  

The RFID frameworks can be characterized by the sort of tag and per user. A Passive Reader Active Tag 

(PRAT) framework has a detached per user which just gets radio signs from dynamic labels (battery worked, 

transmit as it were).  

The One Time Password generator is implicit as an application or a product in any interfacing gadget viz 

Computer. The watchword will be created by a Time based OTP calculation that is a HMAC based SHA-384 

calculation.  

The GPS module is a handset and this will send the created OTP to the cellular telephone of the client and 

subsequently along these lines, the verification of the data is accomplished by the client. This GPS module, is 

principally in charge of the enrolling of client in the tag designating stage.  

The SHA-384 calculation is a more grounded calculation and no down to earth impacts happened yet, yet 

at the same time hypothetical crashes are conceivable. It is based on a Java stage with a spot net edge work. The 

calculation, is as per the following 

import .*;  

open class Example {  

static {  

attempt {  

System.loadLibrary("chilkat");  

} get (UnsatisfiedLinkError e) {  

System.err.println("Native code library neglected to 

load.\n" + e);  

System.exit(1);  

}  

}  

open static void main(String argv[])  

{  

CkCrypt2 tomb = new CkCrypt2();  

/Any string contention naturally starts the 30-day 

trial.  

boolean achievement = 

crypt.UnlockComponent("30-day trial");  

in the event that (achievement != genuine) {  

System.out.println(crypt.lastErrorText());  

return;  

}  
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String s = "The speedy chestnut fox bounced over 

the lethargic pooch";  

crypt.put_HashAlgorithm("sha1");  

crypt.put_EncodingMode("hex"); 

, we discovered that when a client can effectively 

sign in because of utilization the right OTP and 

when a client can not be validated due to have the 

are no useful assaults enlisted yet and  

/Other conceivable EncodingMode settings are:  

/"cited printable", "base64", and "url"  

String hash = crypt.hashStringENC(s);  

System.out.println("SHA1: " + hash);  

/Hash utilizing SHA-384  

crypt.put_HashAlgorithm("sha384");  

hash = crypt.hashStringENC(s);  

System.out.println("SHA384: " + hash);  

/Hash utilizing HAVAL  

/There are two extra properties applicable to 

HAVAL:  

/HavalRounds, and KeyLength.  

/HavalRounds can have estimations of 3, 4, or 5.  

/KeyLength can have estimations of 128, 160, 

192, 224, or 256  

crypt.put_HashAlgorithm("haval");  

crypt.put_HavalRounds(5);  

crypt.put_KeyLength(256);  

hash = crypt.hashStringENC(s); 

System.out.println("Haval: " + hash);  

Yield:  

The yield for "the enormous blue frog bounced 

over a fox is" is: 

CA737F1014A48F4C0B6DD43CB177B0AFD9

E5169367544C494011E3317DBF9A509CB1E5

DC1E85A941BBEE3D7F2AFBC9B1  

Table.1. Java Coding of SHA-384 

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION  

This anticipates work was done in six phases Introduction, piece charts, system, HMAC calculations, 

working and results. The OTP will be sent to the cell telephone and that works at the client's end. The calculation, 

being utilized is a SHA-384 calculation and subsequently there is picked. The GSM module sends the OTP to the 

cellular telephone of the client and subsequently the OTP that is sent can be entered for the confirmation and 

henceforth the exchanges can be continued further.  

 
Figure.2. OTP Sent by the GSM module to the client 

Future Scope: In this anticipate, we have utilized a SHA-384 calculation, however the most exceptional 

calculation SHA-3 has developed now. Since some hypothetical assaults have enrolled for the time being. With 

change in the advances, GSM can likewise be surpassed and NFC, close field correspondence can be utilized. 

Wandering focus can be produced, where in which the client if enrolled for once, can skirt the tag dispense stage.  
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